
INSIGHTLY CRM

EXTENDED PROFILE



OVERVIEW

Insightly CRM caters to small businesses who wish to bring all aspects of the sales and project
management process under a single platform.

Geared specifically towards small businesses, Insightly CRM is available in five different plans, ranging
from their free service - for two users - to their comprehensive enterprise service. As a result of this
Insightly CRM is positioned to provide the correct service level for businesses at different levels and
stages of growth, with the ability for low-cost early adoption, this can be upgraded as the business and its
needs expand.

With a strong focus on integrating sales and project management, Insightly CRM has been built to make
tracking and organizing all aspects of the customer relationship process easy to manage and visualize
through a fully customizable interface.

While higher price plans have a variety of extra features such as email scheduling and advanced
permissions, all packages include full third-party integration and management processes from lead to
post-sale, along with military-grade encryption to ensure data is protected for both the customer and
company.

Insightly CRM is entirely web-based, with both iOS and Android optimization and mobile apps accessible
at all user levels.

FEATURE OVERVIEW



SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION

OVERVIEW

PRODUCT NAME Insightly CRM

SOFTWARE FEATURES

API ACCESS

CADENCE

CONTACT MANAGEMENT

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

FUNNEL REPORTING

INTEGRATIONS

PARTNER TRACKING

PERFORMANCE REPORTING

PIPELINE MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT & PRICE CONTROL

SALES GAMIFICATION



QUOTATION HANDLING

TASK ASSIGNMENT

TERRITORY/QUOTA MANAGEMENT

SUPPLEMENTARY FEATURES

CPQ

CUSTOMER SERVICE AUTOMATION

MARKETING AUTOMATION

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER SIZE

SMALL (1-50 USERS)

MEDIUM (51-200 USERS)

ENTERPRISE (201+ USERS)

OTHER FEATURES

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

MULTIPLE CURRENCY

CUSTOMIZABLE

MOBILE FEATURES

IOS APP

ANDROID APP

NATIVE WEB APP



HOSTING METHOD

CLOUD

ON-PREMISE

FURTHER INFORMATION

PRICING Free up to 2 users. $15/user/month.



SOFTWARE SCREENSHOTS
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